REQUEST FOR EXPRESSION OF INTEREST

The United Nations University (“UNU”) intends to conduct an Invitation to Bid for the supply and delivery of hardware requirements for Core Switch system replacement at the UN University Centre, Tokyo including installation and configuration services. The detail description of specifications requirement can be downloaded from www.unu.edu/hq/procurement/

Interested parties are requested to submit your company’s name and contact details by fax or e-mail to the following not later than 6 December, 2010

The Procurement Officer
United Nations University, Tokyo
Fax: +81 3499 2828
Email: lee@unu.edu

Note: This Expression of Interest (EOI) does not constitute a solicitation. The UNU reserves the right to change or cancel the requirement at any time during the EOI and/or solicitation process. Submitting a reply to an EOI does not automatically guarantee that your company will be considered for receipt of the solicitation documents when issued.

IMPORTANT: All suppliers which are interested to participate in this bid are kindly requested to register as a supplier in the United Nations Global Marketplace at http://www.ungm.org/